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The map shows the research area of the local vicinity of Worship Street 91-101. The site is situated 
near a main road and Liverpool Street Station, allowing for the choice of the most comfortable 
mode of transport to reach it. The site is surrounded by office buildings and some small retailers, but 
overall the area on the left side of the main site from the main road is quiet and not very lively, as all 
activity is concentrated around the large glass buildings. 
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F By respecting the building's history 

and character, the brief for the 
"Working Patterns" project is to 
create a design that re-establishes 
a live and work space for 
London-based makers. The goal is 
to create a community that will 
help to bring back uniqueness to 
the local area, including the Wor-
ship Street 91-101 building itself. The 
project requires an exploration of 
the Arts and Crafts movement of 
the late 1800s and its philosophy of 
traditional and manual work prac-
tices. By drawing connections and 
realizing differences between 
modern-day making practices and 
routines, the brief ultimately asks for 
a space that specifically responds 
to the spatial needs of today's 

makers.

Built by Philip Webb in the 1860s, 91-101 Worship Street was originally used as a dwelling and work-
shops for makers during the Arts and Crafts movement. The aim of the project was to create an 
affordable space where makers could live and work in one place. Webb's mindset was concentrat-
ed on creating buildings that would be long-lasting, and he believed that by using the right materials, 
this goal could be achieved. Today, the site is primarily split into several apartments that are rented 
out, with the ground floor of some blocks housing take-away food places. However, the building's 
history and character remain intact, and the "Working Patterns" project seeks to revitalize the space 
by bringing back the original live-work concept for makers.
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       Worship Street 91-101 is located in Shoreditch in East London. The site is 
situated between Paul Street and Clifton Street, and is surrounded by a mix of 
residential and commercial buildings. The immediate surroundings of the site 
are characterized by a diverse range of architectural styles, with some build-
ings dating back to the Victorian era while others are modern and contempo-
rary. The neighboring buildings are generally lower in height than the proposed 
site, creating opportunity for the building to stand out in the area's skyline. 

SITE LOCATION

The neighboring buildings on Worship Street 91-101 are not as tall as the site 
and feature different architecture, but they do not affect the building itself. This 
mostly allows the building to stand out and present diversity.
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 The site is situated near a main road and Liverpool Street Station, 
allowing for the choice of the most comfortable mode of transport to 
reach it. It is surrounded by office buildings and some small retailers, but 
overall the area on the left side of the main site from the main road is quiet 
and not very lively, as all activity is concentrated around the large glass 
buildings. 

Philip Webb



Ground Floor

for ground floor light 
can not get in 
enough there 

MARCH | 12:00
daylight duration 11h
sunrise: 06:20; sunset: 17:59
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DECEMBER | 12:00
daylight duration: 7,5h
sunrise: 8:00; sunset: 15:50
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SEPTEMBER | 12:00
daylight duration: 13h 
sunrise: 6:30; sunset: 19:20
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JUNE | 12:00
daylight duration: 16,5h
sunrise: 4:40; sunset: 21:20
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Tyipical person in Shoreditch/Hoxton East is aproximately 30 years old, white-skinned, have 
qualification and works full time. Could be associate or professional. Most likely lives alone 
in rented property.

DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY SUN PATH DIAGRAMS

Rendered facade picture for lighting proposal. The main 
goal is to put accent on existing details after restoration 
recommendations. Accenting gothic arches and linearity 
of the building which speaks out about its charastetic. 

FACADE DESIGN PROPOSAL
 To highlight original Philip Webb architecture and make building look healthier in the dark hours 
there will be used Delta Light lighting profiles, mounted on exterior front wall, to accent building horizon-
tal lines and gothic arches for six blocks that can be seen from outside.  Lighting products looks com-
pact but are powerful and engy-efficient for both down and down-up light with LED. 
  By cleaning up the exterior of the building, it will fit in between the neighboring buildings and 
their facades, at the same time allowing it to stand out with its uniqueness and attract more people to 
re-borned community even in the dark hours of the day and seasons.

PECENDENTS&EXAMPLES:
01; 02 - example of cleaned and repaired facade bricks;
03; 04 - plain clay roof tiles;
05 - dark timber for window frames, doors and details;
06 - example of brick facade exterior lighting;
07 - Delta Light B-Linear 65 lighting solution;
08 - example of brick facade exterior lighting;
09 - example of brick facade exterior lighting;
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SHADOW SCHEMES DURING DIFFERENT TIME DURING DAY:

MAY, 8:00
South facades left side is having 
morning sunlight

MAY, 12:00, 
ground floor is in the shadow

MAY, 17:30, 
Front facade is in the shadow

MAY, 15:00
Front facade is not in shadow in the after-
noon

Research on the sun position indicates that the building on the opposite side of 
the street casts a shadow, resulting in a shorter time interval of natural sunlight 
regardless of the season. Therefore, for the further development of the project, 
functional planning possibilities should be considered that do not adversely 
affect the work of the occupants.

NATURAL DAYLIGHT

LIGHT SEMI LIGHT SEMI DARK DARK

First Floor

Buildings entrances are 
facing South. However, start-
ing form September natural 
sunlight could be rare possi-
bility because the large 
building on the opposite side 
of the street are covering 
Worship Street. In the season 
when the sun is in the lowest 
position, south facing facade 
is covered in shadow. Spring 
and summer season is the 
time when it is possible to 
have natural sunlight in the 
building. 

semi-light 
areas are fine 

attic floor windows are making 
light trough the room, but ather 
parts are not fulfield with natural 
daylight

Attic Floor



 The design proposal of 91-101 Worship Street is to reestablish live work program in existing building 
to create artist residence for six London-based makers that would not only revive the building and local 
area but would make new makers community with sustainable design representing sectors such as prod-
uct, furniture, textile, ceramic and lighting design. Each maker has a strong signature and mindset in 
sustainable design, that will help to develop unique live and work place by uniting their diversity. The design 
will be created as a reference to Arts&Crafts values, taking the best out of it, such as natural materials and 
patterns inspired form flora and fauna, but also creating modern spaces and well-working functional plans 
for the place to work, making it as transparent as possible for customer yet keeping it private and safe for 
makers.
 The synergy between live and work spaces will be given by using  all 5 floors. Basement, ground floor 
and first floor will be active areas with the aim is to include workshop, storage and photo studio in the base-
ment, cafe/bar, reception and shops in the ground floor which have exits to backyard terrace (possibly 
could be used for events and design talks). The first floor will be used as collaborative area with meeting 
rooms, mini conference area for small events but second floor and attic will be private areas for makers 
studios and appartments. 
 By popularising new ‘Mix of Six’ makers residence, it will will give a chance to attract new people 
and establish strong roots in this kind of community space and will grow respect for makers hand-made 
products. 

CONCEPT | MIX OF SIX

WORKING PATTERN | BUILDING SCHEDUALE SCHEME

A DAY IN A MAKER’S LIFE

MAKER’S RESIDENCE WILL BE PRESENTED BY SIX LONDON-BASED MAKERS

Naomi Paul Gareth Neal Nicola Tessie Anna BinghamKatharina Eisenköck Daniel Heath

MORNING
Daniel cycles to his studio. Approximately 
at 09:00 he arrives after he has dropped 
his kid at nursey

As soon as he arrives he 
starts to write down his 
to-do list and plan his time, 
answer some emails.

In some cases in betwwn a 
workday he’s going to collect 
materials or other necessary 
things from courier

He is doing a lot of sketching and 
drawing in a day, usually he’s doing 
that in the mornings in his studio

He’s having a lunch and 
usually in a midday he needs 
to meet cusion maker or 
other makers to discuss work. 
Sometimes in between he’s 
picking up some orders to 
drop off at the courier.

Afternoon to evening usually 
are spent in the studio by 
working on ongoing projects, 
mostly concentrating on 
finishing everything that 
needs to be done by hand.

For bigger projects he has his assistant in the 
studio, they are working together on large 
prints

Daniel usually ends his workday at 17:00 - 
18:00 if he doesn’t have any workshops to 
lead. He leave his works to dry per night and 
cycle back home.

As soon ar he gets back to 
the studio he’s working on his 
projects, using screen printing 
technique he makes and test 
patterns

He doesn’t have meetings with clients 
all the time but when he have they 
usually come to studio to see final 
works or they are placing online 
meetings to discuss process

MORNING

MIDDAY

EVENING

AFTERNOON

MORNING
She starts her day 08:00 with yoga and 
time for herself before going to studio

she puts together her plans, 
have creative time to move on 
with projects

before midday Katharina is at 
her studio or on the way to pick 
up products, checking samples

sometimes in midday she’s 
meeitng clients to discuss 
ongoing projects

as she have her DIY photo 
studio, she’s having a time to 
photograph her products and 
process

some of the meetings she’s 
placing in the evening so she 
can discuss collaborations or 
project possibilities

work in studio

midday till afternoon she is 
spending in her studio doing 
sketches, testing materials, 
making experiments, exploring

MORNING

MIDDAY

EVENING

AFTERNOON

large work desks + 
chairs

shopfronts with 
exposition or for 
coffee breaks

dryers and heaters, 
work storage

open workshop space 
for events

information screens information 
screens

studio desk, creative 
space, storage, 
samples

living room with 
modular sofa, shelving

bathroom

open collaborate area only for makers, for 
their inside meetings,  2nd floor is only 
accessable to makers and their families

open collaborate area only for makers, 
for their inside meetings,  2nd floor is only 
accessable to makers and their families

shops and showrooms

makers studio

hallways

collaboration area

staircases

living spaces

workshops

KEY:

workshops for makers, 
equiped with machinery 
and tools

shelving 
systems for 
products

studio space 
for maker

studio desk
lounge

storage

kid room

transparent flor system 
that allows to see 
basement form 
groundfloor

shops and showrooms 
for makers products

large work desks + 
chairs

staircases exactly 
in this unit may be 
kept

hallway
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hallway

master bedroom
master bathroom

master bedroom
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Ceiling construction will be made from 
timber frame and glass, adn it will be 
placed in two rows on the top of 
hallways and maker’s workshops.

BASEMENT AXONOMETRY

lounge are right in the centre 
of the last building blockwall panels made to display 

Daniel Heath wallpapers

GROUND FLOOR AXONOMETRY

FIRST FLOOR | COLLABORATION ROOMFIRST FLOOR | MAKER’S LOUNGE SECOND FLOOR | PRIVATE STUDIO
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FIRST FLOOR AXONOMETRY

Eahc maker studio on first floor 
has workdesk, storage space.

Staircase leading to 
Daniel’s studio.

SECTION THROUGH THE BUILDING
Perspective section shows building cut through second block giving 
insight what kind of structures one unit may include. Section now is with-
out any kind of materials just to see furniture arrangment and how build-
ing work together itself. Aditional sketches shows model in progress in 
perspective form different areas.



stairs going up to private 
attic floor form Katharinas 
studio space

meeting desk if some visitors 
come up or she have confiden-
tial meetings

toilet with extra storage space 
for utilities and washing machine

custom-made kitchen 
storage, fridge and 
oven

open living space area with 
modular sofa that can be 
accesed from all sides

newly added furniture and 
structural units for second floor 
(studio)

newly added furniture and 
structural units for attic floor (living 
space)

wall covered with oak panels with 
burned-in floral patterns as reference 
to William Morris

lounge chair for rest in 
entrance hall

storage; shelving system 
with drawers and shelfs for 
her studio things

wardrobe, 
storage space

studio desk for 
creative processes

KATHARINA’S PRIVATE STUDIO

ENTRANCE HALL

BEDROOM

LIVING ROOM AND KITCHEN

MASTER BATHROOM

shower separated with 
glass partition

custom-made wardobe unit 
with dresser

there is original fireplace with 
extra shelving

it was possible to put in a bath, a 
person an easily stand up without 
hitting the head because attic floor 
windows doesn't harm that

open kithcen with integrated 
hover and kitchen storage

behind the wall there are 
bathroom unit with shelves, sink 
and mirror

double bed

SECOND FLOOR

KEY

01

02

03

04

05

Partitions are built from 
ground to ceilings to close the 
room.

Maker’s 
private lounge

Stairs coming up
 from first floor 

SECOND FLOOR 
AXONOMETRY

ATTIC FLOOR AXONOMETRY

KEY

newly added parts 
and furniture

general building parts

Open doorways 
covered in dark 
oak panels

Floor tiles in kithen area 
inspired by William Morris

Wallpaper as a background for interior 
that puts reference for nature and 
Arts&Crafts values

decoarive 
baseboards

dark oak herringbone parquet 
for living space and bedroom

Oak finishes for new 
furniture and details

White limewash paint as a 
backround for apartment

mosaic tiles with integrated 
stone pieces for entrance 
hall floors

Example of a space and construction 
that reflects existing permises. Clean 
and aesthetic yet natural. For her 
apartment in attic floor there will be 
higlighted existing timber beams.

Wallpaper composition 
that containts floral 
patterns. Refering to 
William Morris designs but 
thinking about current 
user it contains timeless 
illustrations and brings 
back to ancient.
LIVIAE HORTUS by 
FRANCESCA BESSO 
|LONDON ART

Bench type in lounge areas/ open living space. The 
fabric are reflecting nature existence. Also lightly 
wooden parts will stand out on the dark timber floor. | 
CORBU BENCH ‘SMALL’ IN GREY OAK by DeMuro Das

Modular sofa in the living room. People 
can sit around near fireplace or whatch 
what happens in kitchen area.| 
MODULAR SOFA by BONALDO

Curved natural factures

Design rug by Opt 
Studios

Dark timber floors that matches all 
the other building timber details.

Simple shape dining table. On the top of the 
surface there may be burned in patterns. 
|CHARNA DINING TABLE by SWEETPEA&WILLOW

Sound absorbing leaf lamp. Lighting element that 
also higlight livning room area. | LEAF LAMPT 
PENDANT by GREEN FURNITURE CONCEPTMOOD BOARD

ENTRANCE HALL VISUAL MATERIAL BOARD

RENDERED VISUAL FOR ATTIC LIVING SPACE

LIVE-WORK SPACE AXO


